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Attention - All Students 
Annually, Bryant College alleged failures by the institution 
'informs students of the Family to comply with the Act. 
Educational Rights and Privacy 
Local policy explains in detail Act of 1974. This Act, with 
the procedures to be used by thewhich the institution intends to 
institution for compliance with comply fully, was designated to 
protect the privacy of education the provisions of the Act. Copies 
records, to establish the right of of the policy can be found in the 
students to inspect and review following offices: Registar, 
their education records, and to Student Affairs, Public Affairs
provide guidelines for the and Bursar. The policy is also 
correction of inaccurate of printed in the Student
misleading data through Handbook.informal and formal hearings. 
Students also have the right to Questions concerning the 
file complaints with The Family Family Education Rights and 
Educational Rights and Privacy Privacy Act may be referred to 
Act Office (FERPA) concerning the Registrar's Office. 
Mutant Cat Invades Campus 
The Freshman Syndrome 

By Steve Sellers 
A friend of mine, a fellow new life a freshman class can Now that I have painted a 
college student , recently bring to' the school. Invariably, picture reminiscent of all the 
recounted an experience he had however, a certain percentage of things freshmen may dread, let 
during his painful, yet college professors and students me reassure you newcomers that 
temporary, first weeks at college. enjoy seeing a fumbling you have nothing to fear 
After chewing off half of his freshman, trying to find his way but ... well, you know. Be 
fingernails (and possibly a down a halI: schedule in hand, thankful that Bryant houses its 
toenail or two) he finally figured with thirty or more books under classrooms in but one huge 
out where his Chemistry 10 I his arm and an expression that building(the Unistructure in 
class was to be held. Since he was reflects excitment, - fear and Bryantese).Be thankful that 
attending a rather large school anticipation. While the many of the ha\ls in the 
with its attendant hoards of enjoyment felt by some of the U nistructure look the same. You 
buildings, he felt relieved that he "old pros" is generally benign, will soon find that many upper­
had narrowed his class down to deep within their hearts is a core classmen have trouble finding 
one four-story building. With of' sadism. Yes, sadism. Mind classes, stairs. restrooms, etc. Be 
just fifteen minutes to go before you, not the kind which brings to thankful that you are attending a 
his first class was to begin, he mind adult magazines or small co\lege and not some 
found himself racing down aisle concentration camps. This kind mammoth univversity where 
after aisle in the Chemistry of sadism is reflective of classes are held in auditoriums 
building trying to find Dr. experiences had by almost every only slightly sma\ler than the 
Profound's freshman class. college student at the onset of Hippodrome. Be thankful that 
A ft er q uest i n ing u per­ hi. /her freshman year. The most of our prof, ssors are much 
classman after upper- upper-c1assmen and professors more warm and compassionate 
classman as to the navigation of alike reme mber how they than Dr. Profound(but please, 
his course, he finally found the dropped all of their books in the don't bet on it) . Lastly. be 
right room. Unfortunately, he stairwell, or the time they sat in a thankful that you a re a 
found it half way through the Cost Accounting class with a freshman. By the time you are a 
class period. Standing there, all group of Seniors until the senior, you will look back on 
eyes fixed upon him, my friend professor politely excused the many good friends , new things 
recalled how Dr. Profound unwitting attendee. Yes, we all learned and worthwhile 
quietly acknowledged his late remember. Such experiences are activities pursued . At that time. 
arrival by looking over the top of never humorous for the victim youcan snicker and giggle when 
his glasses and saying. "Are you until he sees a re-enactment of the freshman class fumbles 
early for the next class or late for his own faux paw: by another around campus. One thing 
the lastT' sorry individual. Then he laughs about the "freshman syndrome" 
Every college has a way of and guffa ws to no end. :once it runs its course, nothing 
gearing up for its newcomers and So you see , while we seems quite so fearsome or 
so each veteran of each college upperclassmen want the 1977-78 threatning as that first year f 
has his or her own philosophy freshman class of Bryant College college. Except , of course, for 
regarding the subject of the to have an easy andsmooth that first year in the business 
"freshman syndrome". Some transition fro m high school to world or that fir.it year in 
have less composure than Dr. college, forgive us if you hear a graduate school... but, th,at's 
Profound. plany welcome the snicker or giggle now and then. another story. 
The Phone Ask. Gordon? Store 
Any Veterans who have any Any administrators who have 
Re ident students should stop quest ions pertaining to anything any questions perta ining to 
by the old Ledger Office (across see Gordon in the Evening anything see Gordon in the 
from the Post Office) to pick up Divis ion Office. Evelling Division Office. 
their dorm telephone. Rather 
Any freshmen who have any Any small furry animals whothan have a phone repairman 
questions pertaining to anything have any questions pertaining toinstall the phones, the college 
see Gordon in the Evening anything see Gordon in thehas arranged thiS mor e 
Division Office Evening Division Office. convenient service for students. 

If you are interested, stop in on Any upperclassmen who have Any any... who have any 

September 8th, 9th, or 10th any questions pertaining to questions pertaining to anything 
between the hours of 9 a.m. and anything see Gordon in the see Gordon in the Evening 
3 p.m. Evening Division Office. Division Office. 
WELCOME NEW STUDENTS! 

ARCHWAY Meeting Monday, Sept. 13 at 3:15 
Bryant Colege is once again 
beset by the imaginations of the 
Archway staff. This rowdy crew, 
subsisting on only popcorn and 
beer. arrived in the middle of last 
week to kick off another 
semester of mind-a ltering, 
socially-deranged action 
newspapers, suitable for 
burning, stuffing matresses , and 
smothering giant mutant cats. 
Watch out! 
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And we're back! 
Isn't college wonderful? Ahhh yes. The hustle and the 
hassle of a learning institution. It's not everyday that we 
can enjoy meeting new people in the frequent lines that 
seem to be everywhere or get that "once in a semester" 
tingle when they ring the total button on the cash register 
in the book store. It's all here for the taking. Between 
those ever-smiling Security people at the front booth 
and those arousing aromas of the "meals" that permeate 
the campus daily, ever the most naive freshman can soon 
have a decent realization of what life at Bryant College is 
like. 
What is life at Bryant like? 
Don't be alarmed by my somewhat critical and 
sartirical attitude. Not all of my views are in the negative 
vein. (I even occasionally brake for small animals.) 
Personally, I enjoy this college a great deal. ("I do?") 
Involvement potential is great if you take it upon yourself 
to get motivated and become involved. Unfortunately, 
many choose to occupy their time in other ways. ("Hey, 
does anybody wanna play cards?") 
We need you as much as you need us! 
Organizations on the campus are always looking for 
interested peodple who want to become involved. It's all 
up to you. And I'm not speaking specifically to freshmen. 
If you're and upperclassman who's been in some kind of 
a rut since coming here, maybe it's time you "broke out" 
and got your act together. 
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Get Involved 
Student Senate 
doubt that during the next 
year, I will get to meet one­
quarter of your class. Of course, 
I would like to meet all of you, 
but my room couldn't 
accomodate everyone. So 
instead. I hope you will take to 
heart what I have to say. 
College life is a mixture of 
academics and socialenlarge­
ment. You could study for hours 
a day and differ very little from 
when you were in high school. 
It's the social aspect of college 
that leads you towards a change 
in outlook on life. By being 
involved in school activities and 
organizations, your years at 
Bryant will give you a satisfying 
view of college. Meet people, 
join clubs and organizations, 
and stay on campus for 
weekends! Don't go home every 
weekend to see your friends, 
make friends on campus! 
By involving yourself in 
. school activities and organ­
izations, your life at Bryant will 
be very fulfilling. Stop by the 
Student Senate office located off 
the Rotunda. I would be happy 
to tell you what Bryant and the 
Senate have to offer. If I'm not 
in. ask any senator. They would 
be happy to help you out. 
Good luck in the coming 
years. 
Raymond Shideler, Jr. 
Student Senate President 
Greek Letter Council 

Dear fellow students, 
Welcome to Bryant College. 
We hope that you are all looking 
forward to joining us as an active 
member of the Bryant 
Community. 
We are writing on behalf of 
the Greek Letter Council. The 
Council is the governing body of 
all the fraternities and sororities 
on campus. At present, there are 
350 G-reeks on campus. As an 
organization. we work closely 
with the Administaration and 
the Student Senate for the 
betterment of the Bryant 
Campus as a whole. 
We Greeks at Bryant pride 
ourselves in being an active part 
of the school not only in our 
respective fraternities a nd 
sororities but also in other 
organizations on campus. At 
present, a substantial number of 
Greeks are involved in the 
Student Senate, Brycol, the 
Servitium Club and the 
ARCHWAY. to name a few. We 
also play a big part in the 
intramural athletics and have 
members participating in varsi~y 
sports. . 
In addition to our activities on 
campus, we Geeks at Bryant are 
involved with many social and 
community projects. For 
example, this past year, we 
participated in the Smithfield 
Ecology Project. which 
g~nerated $600 for the Epilepsy 
Foundation. We played a 
significant role in raising $3400 
for the March of Dimes during 
Halloween Week, as well as 
contributing funds.to benefit the 
Meeting Street School and 
organizing a blood drive on 
campus. 
As you can' tell, we are a 
concerned group of students 
who want to make life at Bryant 
the best possible. We sincerely 
hope you will take the 
opportunity, when you are on 
campus, to drop by the Greek 
Letter Council Office any time. 
We are located next door to the 
Student Senate Office_ 
The Execut;ve Board of the 
Greek Letter Council 
Brycol Student Services Foundat~on, n • 
Brycol Student Services 
Foundation, Inc .. will begin its 
third academic year today. 
8rycol, which is a non-profit. 
totally student operated 
corporation. has as its main 
goal, students providing services 
for students at the lowest 
possible prices. 
Among t.heir vast array of 
programs and enterprises 
offered to the Bryant 
Community, two of the major 
services are the . Boutique 
Shoppe, located in the 
U nistructure, and the Country 
Comfort, a t;estored barn 
converted into a deli-grinder 
shop and pub which has been 
recently expanded to accomm­
odate more than 200 people. 
Among the multitude of other 
:'Ien·lce. offered by Brycol are 
class ring sales, new5j)a,er 
WJMF 

WJMF would like to 
welcome all freshman and 
transfer students to Bryant 
College. The Radio Station, 
which is located in the 
Unistructure. On Thursday, 
Sept. 15th, there will be a general 
meeting for anyone interested in 
joining the staff or just lending a 
little time to help out. There are 
several openings in the 
departments which include 
sports, music, news, engineering, 
public relatins and sales. If you 
are interested in getting 
involved, please drop in at the 
Staion on Sept. 15th at 3: 15. See 
you then. 
subscriptions. refrigerator 
rentals, mixology course. alumni 
mirrors and an upcoming 
birthday cake delivery service. 
Because of all these services 
Brycol provides, they were able 
to employ over thirty students in 
part-time positions during the 
last acedemic year with a larger 
staff expected this year. These 
student positions ranged from 
accounting to maintenance and 
from bartending to secretarial. 
Student representatives from 
all corners of the Bryant 
community comprise the 20 
member Board of Directors. 
Headed by an Executive 
Committee conslstmg of a 
president. executive director, 
vice president, treasurer, 
secretary, and employee 
representative. all working in 
conjunction with the Board of 
Directors, are involved in 
making every phase of the 
operation run smoothly_ 
Prospective business students 
should take advantage of the 
opportunity of Brycol's 
Apprencticeship provides. As 
your business skills devolop, you 
may become a full member of the 
Board of Directors of Brycol. 
Or if you need a job on 
campus, applications for 
employment are now being 
taken at Brycol headquarters, 
located in the Amie Mowry 
House (gold house behind Dorm 
4). Stop in and get aquainted 
with Brycol. And be sure to visit 
the Country Comfort, open 
tonight from 9 p.m. until I a.m. 
Also, watch for coming 
announcements about Brycol's 
Open House. 












Funds for this performance were provided by the New England 
Touring Program. the Rhode Island Council on the Arts, and the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 
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Discussion Groups 

Jim Bastoni Dave Chastanef 
Room 242 Room 246 
Aceto, Joseph Anthony Acciardo, Donna Marie Byrka, John Andrew Cannon. Elizabeth Ann 
Adessi, Donna M. Adamo Jr.,Vincent M. Caccia, Mary Elizabethd Cap, Ann Marie 
Agostini, John Dominic Alber, James Martin Caianiello, Paul P. Caputo, Deborah Ann 
Alger, Gary Robert Alexander, Kimberly Jay Caliri, Robert Anthonyd Cardone, Christopher 
Alianiello, Susan A. Alger, Carol Lillian Carminati, Vincent Camper, John StuartAllan, David JohnAlmonte, Gloria Jean Canavan, Deborah Louise 	 Carney, James William 
Alvarez, Iris Rosa Allen, Patricia Marie 	 Caouette, Christine N. Carow, Mark HenryAlves, David Anthony 	 Carroll, Patricia E.Anderson, Craig Robert Capobianco, Joseph Amaral, Margaret A. 	 Cassels, Katherine Agnes Andrew, Ross James 	 Capuano, Joseph JamesAnderson, Scott Charles 	 Cassoli, Charles Richard Antigiovanni, Jeffery C. Cardarelli, Edward T. Andreozzi, Krista Marie 	 Cedrone, Gary Stephen Arrigoni, Cynthia Marie Cardarelli, Thomas Mario Andrews, Manual Cerrato, Christopher 
Anthony, Susan Ann Babitz, Lynda Ilene Cardillo, Andrew Saverio Chase, Brian Winslow · 
Arcabella, Lisa Ann Baccash, Howard Blaine Carlino, Steven Roben Chenail, Donna Marie 
Arnold, Debra Ann Bailey, Karl Cook Jr. Caron, Antoine Paul Chernin, Gerald Aaron 
Auger, Diane Marie Bailey, Linda Grace Carr III, James Irvin Chiaradio, Christine A. 
Bill Correia Maribeth Benedetto 
Room 243 Room 247 
Carriere, Margaret Ann 	 Chicoine, Lisa Marie Aurecchia, Carol Ann 	 Balboni, Laura M. 
Carroll, Richard O.F. 	 Choinski, Wayne Thomas Auren, Dawn Debbie 	 Ball, Geoffery C. 
Carroll, Robert Andrew Christensen, Kim Bridget Austin, Ellen Marie 	 Ballou, Edwin Corbett 
Carroll, Tracey Anne 	 Ciaccio, Ann MariaAveiro, Christine Marie Barree, Jeane Ann 
Carvalho, Elizabeth Ann Cirillo, Paul JamesAznavoorian, Joyce 	 Barron, Dana Naar 
Castell one, Ronald A. 	 Clark, Donald Milton Baptista, Joanne 	 Barros, Robert Arnold 
Catanese, Maryellen 	 Clark, Steven T. Barlow, Robin Ann 	 Bassler, Karl Frederick 
Chalko, George Jacob 	 Cocchiaro, Joseph N.Barnes, Beverly Anne 	 Bauer, Douglas F. 
Champoux, Patricia E. 	 Colelli, Marcia JeanBarrios, Daisy Esther 	 Benyi, Marcia Lynn 
Chapman, Stephen Allen Condon, Lawrence James Beale Jr., Lloyd Lin. 	 Bergerson, Thomas David 
Chasse, Carol Ann 	 Connors, Donald ThomasBeane, Elizabeth Mary 	 Bernabucci, Carol Ann 
Chiodo, Joseph Lawrence Content . Rich rd GuBeanland, Deborah Lynn Bernard, Andres 
hoquette, Charles E. 	 Corpaci, Karen JohannaBeanland, Diane Lynn 	 Bettencourt, Mark Allen 
Cicione, Linda Ann 	 Cosolito, Stephen ArthurBeauregard, Tina Ann 	 Bevan, Debra. Louise 
Cimino, Linda Marie 	 Cowley, Brian J.Beck Jr., Dennis Eli 	 Bietsch, Karl Richard 
Cross, Jerome P.Bedard, Mary Catherine Bigler, Gary Philip 
Patricia Brennan Tad Derouin 

Room 244 Room 251 

Belen, Grace Frances Bitzer, Susan Lynn 	 Ciutti, Lynne Marie Cross, Ronald Gordon 
Belisle, Nancy Gail 	 Clark, Robert Frederick Cullati, John CharlesBlake, Stephen Arthor 
Clayton, Thomas ArthurDeraf(~, Gerald Joseph Blake, Suzanne Elaine 	 Cummings, Colleen B. 
D'addeo, David JohnBergeron, Kathleen J. 	 Blasko, R. Christopher Coates, Stafford Bruce 
Berthelette, Peter J. Cohn, Scott Alan 	 Daigle, Bruce Henry Bleiweiss, Alan Mitchell 
Bertorelli, Steven A. 	 Colafrancesco, Jock A De Gruttola, Janet MarieBohne, William Edward Del Greco, Catherine M Derzal, Roland Thomas Bolduc, Catherine Ann 	 Colardo, Richard John 
Bianco, Cheryl Ann 	 Cole, Margaret Ann Delaney, David Vincent Bonczek, John RaymondBiebusch, William C. 	 Delaney, Katherine MaryCole, Thomas EdwardBonnette, Kevin M. Blackmore, Samuel David 	 Dembowski, Bernadette M. Colson, Susan ValerieBotticello, Patricia A. Blanchette, Vincent D. 	 Dennie, Richard Abbott Conley, Kenneth Joseph Boland, Elaine Marie Botvin, Peter Ralph 	 Dennis, Randall Scott Costantineau, Denis A. Dery, Robert Alexis Bonniol, Kenneth A. 	 Bourgeois, Paula Marie· Dietrich, Debora Mary Devany, Edward Bosmo, Susan Mary 	 Boustania, Lori Ann Dietrich, Robert Joseph 
Boss, Carol Pauline 	 DeWitt, Ernest Michael Boutin, Eileen Elizabeth Digeronimo, Steven T. 
Boulet, Arthur Henry Bowling, Lisa Diane 	 Diel Cathy Ann 
William Campbell Wayne Fernandes 

Room 245 Room 252 

Boulogne, Robert E., Brady, Patrick James Dileone, Janice Lynn 	 Conti, Barbara Anne 
Boyer, Neal Ernest Breglio, Sue-Ellen Dillon, Kathleen M. 	 Cook, John Allyn 
Brabant, Deborah Ann Brinskele, Pegeen T. Dinsmore, Heather Jod 	 Cooper, Marie Theresa 
Dionne, Janet AnnBranca, Dianna Lynn Brodeur, Gerald Lionel 	 Corrado, Michael D. 
Discipio, Denise AnnBranch, Robert Horace Brouillard, Carol Rose 	 Costa, Keith David Ditullio, Theresa Ann 	 Cote, Michelle Anne Brandt, Michael Rolfe 	 Buchanan, Barbara Rae Dolan, John J. 	 Cotter, Donald J.Brousseau, Jeanne Marie Buckley, Katherine Ann Donnelly, Kevin David 	 Courtemanche, Paul R. Brown, Anita Marie 	 Bunce, Ronald Charles Dowhan, Nancy Joanne Coutu, Michael RobertBruzzi, Don Matthew 	 Buodnocore, Loren Lynn Drouin, Anne Theresa 	 Cowsill, Barbara AnnBryant, Mark Thomas 	 Burnham, Kraig Neilson Duchesneau, David M. 	 Crompton, Douglas Brad Bryden, Daniel John Buttimer, Anne Elizabeth Duffy, Frederick John 	 Crook, Rosemary Louise 

Burk, Kevin Scott Cahill, Joseph P. Duggan, Gerard A. Cruz, Linda Ann 

Burke, Edward Joseph Calabresed, Carla Ann Duke, Brian James D'Abrosca, Ronald W. 

Butler,. Robert. f.L Cancilla, Debra Annd J2.uncan. Nancy Show D'Ambrosial AiGtonil ~ 
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Dilbeck, George H. Durand, Debora AnnDaigneault, Allan F. Duvin, Kenneth Scott Damiano, Roy Walter Dye, Cindy Lee 
Dandurand, Steven G. Eagle, David Lawrence 
Davis, James Edwsd Eastty, William Johnson 

De Angelis, Denise Marie Eckles, Steven Mark 

De Blois, Denise Anne Edwards. Gail Marie 

De Colis, Maryann Ehrlich, Thomas Henry 

De Lisi, Paul V. Ekstedt, Karl John 

De Mello, Joseph Frank Evans, Diane Marie 

. Faenza, Marissa Ann 

Fahle, Douglas Edwsd 
De Melo, Morjorie M. Falvey, Ellen Joyce De Pasquale, Stephen J. Farland, Paul Anthony Degnan, Colleen Farrar, Mike Eugene Der Vartanian Harry C. 





Desjarlais, . Steven M. . Femiak, Patrici Sonia 

Dibiase, Anthony Albert Ferro, Maria Jean 

Dibiasio, Michael J . Fierro, Dean Anthony 

Digiuseppe, Ralph Nicola Filomeno, Michael J. 

Dion, Richard L. Fiondella, Shari Marie 

Dionne, Diane Mary Fiske, Eric Edward 

Dirocco. Ernest Louis Fleming, James Elliot 

Disanto, David Paul Flynn, William Emmanuel 

Dixon, Dwight Henry Foley, Patricia Ann 

Dizzine, Steven Robel\ Folz, Franz Karl 

Dognazzi, Debra Joan ' Foster, Kevin James 

Doherty, Brendan Paul Francis, Kathleen Anne 

Dombrowski, Richard Johti ·, Frew, Lisa Renee 

Don.nely, Lynn Marie ",friedman, Steven David 

Dorey Brenda Fuller, Janet Marie 







Dubois, Marc Armand Gallagher, Daniel Joseph 

Dubuque. Robert . Gallo, Joyce Anne 

Ducharme, Jo-Ann Gambino, Susan Marion 

Durot, M. G. Guy Gannon, Nancy Theresa 

Dwyer, Arthur Edward Gauvin, Michelle Renee 

Gesner, Cynthia JeanEdge, Lauren Jean Gilfus, Joseph Charles Eigner, Steven Joseph Giovanetti, Claire Marie Eldracher, Lisa E. Girimonte, William A.Elian, Deborah A. Giuffre, Steven Jeffrey 
Gladding, David George 
Elmasian, Roxanne Gladle, Kelly Ann 
Enos. Michael Antonio Gladstein, Dale 

Erba, Francis Joseph Gleason, Willam Gerard 







Fascia, Jane Anne Goldsmith, Edward P. 
Feeney, Karen Elizabeth Goodnow, Steven George 

Feid, Martin John Goss, Philip Alfred 

Ferdinandi, Joanne Marie Gould, Cindy Lou 

Fernandes, Mario George 
 Gould, Lori Elaine Ferrante, Jeffrey A. Govel, John WilliamFerrara, Rebecca Ann Graham, Jonathan WardFerri, Gabriel Joseph Grande, Dean A.Feuti, Joseph Granger, Debra JeanFitzpatrick, Frances F. 

Fletcher, Kent David Grant, Jeanne Marie 

Fleuette, Michelle R. Greenfield, Harry M. 

Flynn, Nancy Ellen Greenhalgh, Christine A. 

Fogarty, Kenneth Joseph Greiner, Matthew Herbert 

Foley, James Joseph Grejdus, Nancy Lou 

Fontaine, Matthew Brian Guiney, John Allan, 






Forbes, Eleanor Mary Gutkin, Howard · Alan 
Forbes, Laurie A. Gutowski, John F. 
Forgue, Michael Kevin Hacker, Jacquelyn Lee 
Forrest, Brian Charles Hackett, James 
Forrest, Leonard W. III Haddad, James G. 
Hallberg, Robert Bruce Fortin, Ann Jennifer Hannan, William James Fraccola, Ralph Thomas Harlow, Jane LouiseFrancis, Paul Martin Harris, John F.Fraser, Judith Ann Harrison, Kathleen Anne Fratiello, Marie F. Hartman, Mary S. 
Friedman, William J. Hartmann, Richard John 
Fuller, William R. 
. Hartshorne, Carol S. 
Furey, Thomas Edward Hauck, Frank M. 
Furtado, Stephen Anthony Heatley, Ann Randle 





Hendrickson. Eric C. Gabriele, Louis Atillio 
Herko, John MichaelGage, Michael F. 

Hidalgo, Deborah Ann 
Gagnon. Jeffery Paul 
Hinds, John EdwardGaipo, J oesph Carlos 
Holgerson, Linda Sue Gardner. Carol Ann 
Holland, Roberta JeanGardner, Joel Byron 

Holmes, Pamela 
Gautreau, Ronald ·P. 
Howard, Mano BennettGearing, Marcia H. 
Howard, Pamela Weber Gefvert, Susan Glenn 
Hoyt, Karen JoyGermano, Joseph Bradford 
Hummel, Richard Albert Giannini. Stephen M. 
Hyll, Judith LynnGibbons. Stephen John 
Gilio. Kathy 'Mae Ingalls, Glenn Alan 
Gilmore. Cheryl Ann' Iovanne, William Gerard 
Izer, Thomas George Godek, Elizabeth May 





Godfrin, Philip F. Jean, Robert J. 
Godin, Gerald Joseph Johnson, Nancy Louise 
Gramolini, Ricky John Johnson, Pamela Dorothea 
Grant, William Russell Johnson, Steven Timothy 
Greve. John Michael Jones, Valerie C. 
Griffen, Donna Marie Jurewicz, Kathryn Ann Grugnale, Joseph N. Justo, John SilvaHaley Jr., Robert Arthur Kaplan, Dana EliseHall, Kenneth Irvin Karalius, Kestutis J.Hammond, Pamela Place Katz, Lauren Beth Hargreaves, William T. 
Kavanagh, Thomas F. Harrison, Beth Ann 
Kearney, Michael Alan Hart, Michael Joseph 
Kebler, Pamela Louise Harvey, Alvin Lee 
Kennefick. Michael L.Hawksley, Michael 
Kenny, Lee-Ann Healey, Thomas Edward 
Robert Lang 
Room 262 
Heary, Michael Francis Kenny, Jane Ellen 

Hickey, Martin Francis Kenny, Robert James 

Hill, Jeffrey Donald Kenol, Reginald 

Hogan, John Timothy , Keran, Philip D. 

Hogue, Suzanne D Kielar, Mark Alan 

Holden, Albert Edwin Kiriluk, John David 

Horner, Thomas John Kirk, Cathleen Anne 

Houle, Jeannie Helen Kish, Robert Joseph 

Hourahan, Walter S. Kittredge, Kathy Lyn 

Howard, Gilbert Arnold Klein, David Norman 

Hughes, David Ernest Klein, Karen Marie 

Hughes, Robert Herbert Krawiec, Karen Jean 

Hunt, Robert Herbert Krug, Richard Francis 

Hutker, Pamela Jo Kuller, Sandra L. 

Janger, Thordis Vala Labombard, Candice Marie 
Jaroska, Elizabeth F. 
Jarvis, Francis Xavier 
Johnson, Douglas Sidney 
Justice, Roy Earl 
Kennedy, Martha C. 




Kosowski, Linda Jean 

Kozak, Nancy Ellen 

Kraunelis, Margery E . 

Krueger, William Everett 
Kushnir,Kathy Ann 
Kwiatkowski, Gregory E. 
Labonte, Gerard Joseph 
Lake, Sheryl Ilene 
Lambert, Marie Therese 
Lamoureaux, Claire Irene 
Lapierre, Gerald Leo 
Lapierre, Marcel Gerard 
Lapre, Thomas Andre 
Laquerre, Ci!eryl Lee 
Larson, Craig George 
Lawrence, Stephen James 
Leahy, Nancy Ann 
Leblanc, Laurie Jean 
Ledversis, David A. 
Lee, Victor K. 
Lefebvre, Leisa Marie 
Lefort, Alan perald 
Leiter, Mary Ann 
Lemois, Patricia Ann 
Leonti, Ronald Domenic 
Leveille, Sheila Mary 
Levesque, Donna Anne 
Levesque, Linda Marie 
Levins, John Joseph 
Lewis, Brian Edward 
Liese, Nancy Elizabeth 
Lima, Kathy Anne 
Limoges, Marie Ann 
LofgI:'en, Kim Lee 
Louro, Steven A. 
Luciano, Mary Elizabeth 
Lynch, Thomas Shawn 
Mackintosh, Gary Donald 
Maggiacomo, James M. 
Caren 
Roo 
Mallane, Gregory Rocco 
Malo, Michael Russell 
Mancini, Debbie Ann 
Mancini, Susan Emilia 
Marchand, Jacqueline D. 
Marchetti, Dorothy Jean 
Marciano, Joseph Ralph 
Marcotte, Jeanne Marie 
Margolin, Joseph H. 
Mariani, Susan Ann 
Maroney, Donald Joseph 
Marsella, Anthony C. 
Martellini, John Anthony 
Martin Glen Patrick 
Martin Marie 
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Labonte, Mark Leeland 
Labonte, Michelle Ann 
Laine, Liisa Aino 
Lambert, Ann-Marie 
Langone, Michael Bernard 
Larrow, Ronald Harvey 
Larson, Debra Jean 
Larson, Elizabeth Ellen 
Lavin, Lori A. 
Lawlor, Susan Ann 
Learned, Kenneth John 
Leighton, Geoffrey R. 
Lenqhoff, Michael C. 
Lentz, Arlene 
Lenzi, Michael Joseph 
Leroux, Scott Brian 
cinowski 
276 
Lenkewicz, Norma. Claire 
Leone, Debra Ann 
Levy, Jeffrey Mar..c 
Levy, Ron Bruce 
Lieberman, Bonnie Sue 
Lotz, Frederick C. 
Lowe, Robert Paul 
Lowe, Sonia E. 
. Lownes, Nancy Jane 
Luciano, Debra Anne 
Lumsden, Jane Edith-.. 
Lussier, Susie Nancy 
Lynch, Margaret Anne 
Lynnd, Barry H. 
Lyon, Robin Elaine 
Mackel, Lynndel Marie 
Martin 
~ 277 
Mackin, William Andrew 
Macomber, Jane marie 
Macrae, Lynn Marie 
Magill. David Lee 
Magley, Larry James 
Mahon, Robert Joseph 
Mahoney, Daniel J. 
Maisano, Kenneth 
Maitland, Ann Norgaard 
Maker, Dana Robert 
Maliska, Shirjce A. 
Maltz, Gary Scott 
Mann, Craig Michaelk 
Margolis, Peter S. 
Marino, J o-Ann Lisa 
Kiauley 
267 
Mark9ski, Thomas John 
Maroita, Salli Ellen 
Martin, Denise Marie 
Maruscak, Thomas P. 
Marzelli, Antlt0ny S. 
Masotta, Frank Joseph 
Mawn, Lawrence Gerare 
Mayer, Robin Eileen 
Mazzatta, Francis W. 
Mc Can lis, Karen Lee 
Mc Cormack, Colin B. 
Mc Cormick, Susan Ellen 
Mc Guire, Sean Michael 









Parsons, Mark Alan 

Peel, Kevin Michael 

Peetros.. Todd Michael 

Pellerin, David Roger 

. Perry, Susan Leona 
Peterson, James Howard 
Piccirilli, Patricia A. 
Pinel, James Spencer 
Piscia, Donna Marie 
Pitcher, Michael L.D. 
Pletscher, Sandra L. 
Pollack, Janice E. 
Porcello, David Mathew 
Porzio, Lu-Ann A. 
Prayzner, Nancy J. 
Martin, Wayne M. 
Martinetty, Roxanne T. 
Martone, Mark Biagio 
Masciarelli, Cheryl Ann 
MatruHo, Kim Donna 
Mattera, Robert James 
Maurer, Betty J. 
McAnemy, Patricia Ellen 
McCormick, Richard G. 
McGrane, Paul 
McGuiness, Lauren M 
McKenna, Scott Dennis 
McKitchen, William J. 
McKivergan, James Barry 






Mellin, David Paul 
Melo, Antonio 
Melo, Maria Fernanda 
Milia, Anthony Jude 
Milot, Mark Jeffrey 
Mitchell, John Thomas 
Mitchell, Kathleen Mary 
Mitchell, Paul Francis 
Modelane, David Thomas 
Moffat, N or~n Ann 
Monse, John Robert 
Monti, Robert Louis 
Moon, Catherine Ann 
Morello, David Scott 
Morra, Mark Mica 
Mosca, Leslie Marie 
Moss, Debra Alison 
Mucciarone, Luana M. 
Mullin, Mark Ray 
Mulllowney, Paul Edward 
Murphy, Mark Edward 
Murphy, Drew Allen 
Murphy, Walter Campbell 
Morray, Gail M. 
Musumeci, Anthony 
·Myers,· Robert Stephen 
Napolitano, Paul Steven 
McKinney, Timothy R. 
McKittrick, Sharon Lee 
McLoughlin, Andrew T. 
McMahon, Thomas Edward 
McQuillan, Therese M. 
McDonald, James Edward 
Meehin, Alison Joan 
Meier, Lisa Ann 
Merrell, Elizabeth Ann 
Metzger, Jay Michael 
Mike, Kathleen Mary 
Miller, Eric Jerome 
Miller, Layne R. 
Miller, Lynne Ann 
Miller, Scot Michael 
Osborn, Lynn Alison 
Pacheco, Maureen Jean 
Packhem, Timothy David 
Page, Paul Gerard 
Pagliarini, Robert A. 
Panarello, Jayne E. 
Panciocco, Richard J. 
Pannone, Ann Marie 
Pappas, Paul Arthur 
Parker, Patricia F. 
Parry, Edward J. 
Pascarella, Lisa Frances 
Pastore, Steven Anthony 
Pattiselanno, Thomas J. 





Milliken, Dean Edward 
Mills, ~heresa B. 
Mingrone, Nancy Jane 
Miranda, Dawn Michell 
Mirachi, Karen L. 
Modeen, Cheryl R. 
Monroe, Wendy R. 
Mantano, Linda Sue 
Moor, Kristian Phiip 
Moor Gina Marie 
Morales, Carlos Manuel 
Morgan, John N. 
Morgan, Scott Alan 
Moriarty, Maureen Anne 
Moriglioni, Lynn Mary 
Paul, Robert Andrew 
Pavao, Linda Jean 
Pawlowski, Elisabeth M. 
Pepitone, Jeanne Evelyn 
Pereira David L. 
Perfetto, J o-Ann V. 
Perry, George Daniels 
Perry, James Michael 
Perry, John Joseph 
Pertuso, Linda Marie 
Peterson, Susan Jean 
Petrarca, Celeste Ann 
Petrosinelli, Daniel 
Pezza, James J. 
Picotte, Constance Marie 
Pimental, Janet E.- . 
Predmore, Jean Marie 
Primavera, Victor 
Primiano, Susan M, 
Raczkowski, James David 
Raff, Richard Alan 
RaucCi, Beth Ann 
Raven, Marilyn Jean 
Raymond, Robert Alan 
Reardon, Bruce A~an 
Reardon, Neil Joseph 
Reed, Janis Emily 
Reeve, Edward Michael 
Regan, William Aloysios 
Reichard, Debirah Jean 








Nazarechuk, Andrew M. 
Nekrasz Jr., Frank 
Nelson, Debra N. 
Nicholson; Robert Eugene 
Noel, Erin Marie 
Nordquist, Susan Jayne 
Notarangelo, Wayne M. 
Nunes, Jean Rose 
O'Neil, Catherine Mary 
O'Reilly, Gail Marie 
O'Sullivan, Kathleen Ann 
Octeau, Philip Donald 
Olivastro, Anthony Paul 
Oliveira, Luis J. 
Ore1i~e. Michael Anthony 
Moore, Debra Ann 
Morneault, Mark Patrick 
Morrill, Robin Lee 
Morrow, Bruce J . 
Murphy, Linda Marie 
Murtha, Karen Lee 
Mutty, Mitchell Joseph 
Nelson, Pamela Ann 
Nesta, Patricia Ann 
'Neuman, Jeffrey C. 
Newberry, Elisabeth Jane 
Noel, Michael Gregory 
O'Connell, James Joseph 
O'Connor, John Joseph 





Pirani, Thomas George 
Pirolli, William Robert 
Pontbriant, Ronald O. 
Pontrelli, Kenneth Will. 
Potter, Daniel Clinton 
Potvin, Kerry Lee 
Poulin, Denise Ida 
Powers, Linda Diane 
Prendergast, John F. 
Quaglietta, April Marie 
Rajotte, David Roger 
Reska, Vivian Jane 
Rando, Thomas A. 
Ratcliffe, David Paul 
Reali, Sharon Ann 
Reali, Susan Lynn 
Redding, John Kevin 
Remillard, Alan K. 
Renaud, Ronal$! Normand 
Resendes, Robert Joseph 
Ricci, Denise Ann 
Riccitelli, Dino Arthur 
Rice, Wayne F . . 
Rosenberg, Dona!d S. 
Reynolds,. Nancy L. 
Reynolds, Richard G. 
Ricci, Robert Joseph 
Richards, Anthony Paul 
Rickard, Margaret Lee 
Ricker, Brenda Louise 
Pious, Debra Ann ' 
Rious, Debra Ann 
Roberge, Roland Arthur 
Rodrigues, Nancy Marie 
Rogowski, James Mitchell 




O'Connor, Noreen Evelyn O'Connor, Sean Joseph 
Olekasak, Michael Joseph 
Oliveri, Laurie Lynn 
Oneschuk, Karen Ann 
Oreneschuk, Karen Ann 
Orenstein, Phillip C. 
Orff, Janet Elaine 
Otocki, Michael John 
Pacewicz, Suzanne B. 
Pagnotto, Cynthia Rose 
Palermo, J. Robin 
Palmero, Robert John 
Parent, Denise Lorraine 
Parker, Steven Lawrence 
Pflrmf'!lee, Peter -Po llyn 
Rosoff, Neill Mark 
Ross, Richard Milne 
Rossetti, Mary 
Royce, Douglas Adam 
Russell, Anne Elizabeth 
Russelo, Vincent 
Russello, Vincent 
Ryder, Joe William 
Sabaj, Catherine Marie 
Salvucci, Jeanne Carole 
Samaha, Douglas Frances 
Sanford, William G. 
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Room 352 Room 250 

Schacht, Keri Leigh 	 F Tomasik, Frank Walter Wallach, Ronald David Richard, Brian David 
•Richer, Ellen Margaret Schmedlin, Nancy Beth 	 Tracy, Wayne Howard Wal6h, Donna MarieI 
Riley, Robin Dale Schmitt, Cynthia Jean 	 Traskauskas, Jesse C. Ward, Donald C. 
Robar, Michael Floyd' Schnell, Barbara Lynn r 	 Treger, Kathryn Warrin, William E. 
Trudeau, Thomas Henri Wasserman, Mark William Robert, Julianna Mary 	 Schondek, Gerard Joseph s Turco, Joseph Anthony Watson, Judith AnnRodi, Edward Anthony Schultz, Lisa Elaine 

Rogers, Leonard David Schweinfurth, Evelyn M. t Turini, John Armand Wber, Mary-Ellen T. 

Romero, Maria G. Scott, Jeffrey Alan West, Timothy David 	 Weinberger, Steve Lee 
Weitz, Wendy Marlene Scribner, Timothy James 	 White, Gayle S. 
Sangeloty, Paul Francis 
• Serino, Linda Marie 	 White Joanne Jeanette Welch, Albert J. 
Savickas, Joseph Anthony Shackleton, Clayton A. M White, Lori Jean Welsh, Theresa E. 
Scarola, Ellen Shafa, Bahman e 
Kathy Sullivan 	 e. tRoom 354 	 • Joyce Stockman I 
Rossi, Doreen Angela Santos, Edwin Joseph n Room 353 

Rossi, Edward Richard Santurri, Lynn Marie 
 g Wieland, Norman Nicholas Zacharie, Louise Helen Ruthowski, Janet E. 	 Shaw, Kristopher Reid 
Wiener, Maury Marc Zambarano, Cindy Lee Ryan, Kevin Francis 	 Sheahan, Marion S. 
Wilkinson, Jill Leslie Zanecchia, Paul M.Ryerson, John D. 	 Sheehan, Cynthia C. 
Wishart, Kevin Michael Zeiger, Katherine Poole Sabourin, David L. 	 Sheehan, Kathleen Ann D Wiswall, Christopher M. Zeller, Jeffrey Wayne Sacco, Brad Francis 	 Shepard, Todd Douglas .. Witherell, Brian James Zinne, Concetta Rose Sad win, Brian Louis 	 Sheran, Paul Francis I Woods, Robin Ann 	 Zion, Elgie D. Salvatore, Robert V. Sherman, Brian Lawrence 
Samuel ian, Leon Phillip Shillings, Monica Hazel S Yany, James M Zmijewski, Thomas 
Yazbak, Edward 	 Zucchi, Jeffrey Robert Sandre, Chester Angelo 	 Shortell, Robert William C 
Yorks, Jeffery S. 	 Zuena, Joseph MichaelU Young, De bbie Anne Zuk, Laurie Ann SPaula Valenti 	 Zabka, Diane Marie Zullig, Gregory Peter S
•Room 358 I 
o
heehy, Charles Patrick St. John Lawrence K. n 	 Joy Wittenzeliner Shiranian, David Samuel Staffaroni , Patrick J. 

Shuman. Elizabeth Ann 
 Stanton. David Earl 

Shunney. Mary Ann Stelma, Andrea June Room 360 

Sickinger, Robert S. Stelmat, Laura Susan G 

Silvia, Mary Ellen Sterling, Debra Lyn 
Sinotte, Michael Francis Stewart, Lea Jean r 
Smith, Sharon Ann Streng, Paul J()seph Sullivan E. Joseph Tronio, Marianne o 
Smith. Stephen Paul Sullivan, Ronald Douglas 	 Susin, Rosamary Trotter, Timothy R. uSmith, Terry Lee Suslew, Howard Louis Sutyla, Debbie Arlene Troy, Michael Gerard 
Sidoruk. James Allen Sweeney, Kathleen Eileen p Tacelli, David G. Tsai, Brian Chueh 
s 
 Tartaglia, Marianne A. Turton, Ellen E. 

Tasca, Dawn Marie Tybruski, Linda Marcia Vaccaro Tavernier, Lisa Jayne Varnmey, William Everett 
Taylor, Paula Dean Veilleux, Lisa Ann 
Room 355 Tella, Cheryl Ann Viertel, Richard A.s 
 Teller, John Thomas Vigoda, Earl Jones u Theroux, Marie Anne T. Vigoda, Earl Joel 
Schavone, Robert Frank 	 Simon, Steven Gary Thresher, Robert Edward Wagner, Kathi A.n
Sarnmark, Gretchen Marie 	 Smith, Barbara Allen Thurston, Brenton P. Walker, Stephen A. Schindler, William D. Smith, Barbara Irene d Tomaselli, Ann 
Scott, Anne Marie Smith, Douglas Murrell 

Scullin, Stephen Anthony Snider, Joan Elizabeth a 

Sergiacomi, Paul Raymond Soares, Jose Neves 
.y

Sevigny, Catherine Marie Souza, Frederick D. Sharon McGarry 

Sevigny, Michael James Sparre, Carol Marie 

Seyboth. Gary Frank Spear, Janet Carol 
 Room 266Shakan, Paul William Squires, Paula C. a 

Sidoruk, James Allen St. Jean, William David 
 t Uttley, Frederick K.. Welch, Brian Thomas 
Uva, Michael Joseph White, Robert Mark Van Dyne Vale, Kenneth Charles White, Thomas B. 
Van Darn, Brian Mathys Whitlock, Leonard J.Room 359 	 6 Van Nort, John Dennis Wiesel, Miriam Debra 
Soscia, Diane Paula 	 Taber, Michael Dennis •• Varadian, Malcom G. Williams, Kather~ne E. 
Taksar, William J. Verducci, Brenda Lee A. Williamson, Joyce Ann Sousa, Kenneth Joseph 
Vieira, Albertina Sousa Souza, John Michael Tattersall, Joanne L. 1 Wilson, Craig W. 

Spencer, David Tedone, Michael Anthony Vieluf, Heinz Siesfried Wilson, Robert Knowlton 

Spencer, Roland Leroy Teich, David Scott 5 Vigliotti, Maryanne Wiltshire, Mathew G. 

Spina, Roger Anthony Teich, David Scot Walker, David Frank Wood, Gregory Balcom 

Spremulli, Joseph S. Terry, John Joseph Wall, Kathleen Wright, Kevi'l Michael 

Stanley, Charles Edward p. Walsh, Donna Lee Wrinn, Lisa Jane 

Steere, Russell Arnold Thomas, Stephen Robert Wayss, Paul Carl Wuertz, Elaine Alison 

Stevens, Leslie Ann Thomson, George M. Weaver, Marilyn Gertrude Young, Margaret Ann 
m. 
Sweet, Donald Milton Tilley, Douglas Joseph Weeman, David Carlton Zarychta, Walter John 

Sygnator, Peter Leslie Travaglini, Thomas D. Weile, Frank Arthur Zerbato, Paul Daniel 
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FUND ACCOUNT I 
FUND ACCNT. II 
FUND ACCNT. II 
INTER ACCTO I 
INTER ACCTG I 
INTER ACCTO I 
INTER ACCTO I 
INTER ACCTO I 
INTER ACCTG I 
INTER ACCTG I 
INTER ACCTO I 
INTER. ACCTO II 
INT ACCT III 
INT ACCT III 
INT ACCT I II 






COST ACCT II 
INCOI1E TAXES 
I1ANAG. ACCTG 
TAXES t BUS DEC 
-ADV ACCOUNT I 
ADV ACCOUNT I 
ADV ACCOUNT I 





INTRO TO ECON 










































































































I1WF 9 II 
TTH 9 TF 
WTH 10 TTH 
TTH 9 W 11 
II 12 TTH 11 
TTHF 2 F 
MWF 1 M 
TW 2 TTH 
I1WF 1 F 
II '12 TTH 11 
I1WF 9 II 
TTH 9 W II 
TTHF 8 T 
I1WF 9 /1 
T 9 TTHF 












TTH 1 W 
II 11 TTH 
HWF 
HWF 
TTH 3 TTH 
I'1W 3 I'1W 
TTHF 











1'1 11 TTH 
I'1WF 
TTH 9 W 
























































































































L 102 10438 
L 102 10439 
L 201 10441 
L 201 10442 
L 201 10~43 
L 201 10444 
L 201 10445 
L 201 10446 
L 201 10447 
L 201 10448 
L 201 10~49 
L 201 10450 
L 202 10452 
L 202 10453 
L 203 10458 
L 255 10467 
LE 101 10469 
LE 101 10470 
LE 201 10475 
LE 201 10476 
LE 353 10492 
LE 353 10493 
LE 357 10502 
CA 251 10518 
CA 353 10528 
1'10 101 10538 
110 101 10539 
110 101 10540 
I1G 101 10541 
110 101 10542 
110 101 10544 
110 101 10545 
MG 101 10546 
110 101 10547 
110 101 10548 
110 101 10549 
MG 250 10554 
I1G 250 10555 
I'1G 253 10558 
110 254 10561 
110 254 10562 
110 255 10564 
I1G 258 10571 
MG 358 10592 
110 475 10601 
SI1 102 10606 
SI1 102 10607 
SI1 102 10608 
SI1 102 10609 
SM 102 10610 
SI1 102 10611 
SI1 102 10612 
SI1 102 10613 
SI'1 102 10614 
LAW LEOAL SECII 3 
LAW LEOAL SECII 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW CONTRACT8 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW CONTRACTS 3 
LAW BUS OROAN 3 
LAW BUS OROAN 3 
LAW FIN TRANS 3 
-HOTEL LAW 3 
AlIl1 OF JUS 3 
ADI'1 OF JUS 3 
EVIDENCE 3 
EVIDENCE 3 
POLICE RPT WRTO 3 
POLICE RPT WRTG 3 
NARC.LAW ENFOR. 3 
FUND OF CORREC 3 
SOC.DEV.CORR.INI1ATE3 
PRIN OF 110T 3 
PRI~ OF I1GT 3 
PRIN OF I'1GT 3 
PRIN OF 110T 3 
PRIN OF 1'10T 3 
PRIN OF 110T 3 
PRIN OF 110T 3 
PRIN OF 110T 3 
PRIN OF 1'10T 3 
PRIN OF 110T 3 
PRIN OF I1GT 3 
PERS ADI1INIST. 3 
PERS ADI1INIST . 3 
INDUST 110T. 3 
LABOR RELATION 3 
LABOR RELATION 3 
INTERPER COMI'1 1'1 3 
INTRO liDO BUS 3 
SI'1ALL BUS 110T 3 
110T SEI1INAR 3 
INTRO f o COI1PUTER 03 
INTRO TO COI1PUTER 03 
INTRa TO COMPUTER D3 
INTRO TO COI'1PUTER 03 
INTRO TO COI'1PUTER D3 
INTRO TO COI1PUTER D3 
INTRO TO COI'1PUTER D3 
INTRO TO COI1PUTER D3 
INTRO TO COMPUTER D3 
1 TTHF 
2 TTH 1 W 
8 I'1WF 
9 II 8 TTH 
8 I'1WF 







10 TTH 9 W 
1 TTHI' 
10 I1WF 
1 1'1 II TTH 
9 TTHF 
10 TTH 9 II 
i\J ,.WF 
1 1'1 11 TTH 
1 TTHF 
2 TTH 1 W 
8 I'1WF 
1 TTHF 
2 f1W 3 HW 
11 I1WF 
8 I1WF 
9 II 8 TTH 
10 I1WF 
10 TTH 9 W 
TTHF 
2 I1WF 
II 11 TTH 
12 f1WF 
2 TTH 1 W 
8 I1WF 
8 I1WF 
9 II 8 TTH 
:2 HW J I1W 








2 TTn 1 W 
12 I'1WF 
I 1'1 11 TTH 
11 I1WF 
11 MWF 

























































































































































































TTf-! 9 \J 















111 1 0 1~ S 
111 101 2 6 
111 1(')127 









































































110T Sf: I 
SYS.ANAL.IAPPL 
PRIN OF MKTG. 
PRIN OF I1K TD. 
PRIN OF I'1K TG . 
PRIN OF I'1 KTG. 

















































111 10 1:.'9 
111 Ul n o 
111 10131 
111 1\11 ~ 
III 1 0 D ) 




P R l", 
OF EC ON 
F ECO N I 
O. ECO N I 
0, ECDN 










TT t! Q t.I 
1'110 3 I1 W 
II 11 rT H 
/"WF 
M 1 TH 
MAHO Y 
/1INl 
Il ACO ,A 

















PRIN OF 1'100TO. 
PRIN OF' I1KTG. 









:2 T TH 
8 " W" 
1 Tn" 







cu rG LE"!' 





E\; 112 J('J J4 
EC 112 1013) 
EC :' ~; 101~~ 
p, I N 
PRIN 
lC DN 
0'" ECON I ! 
Of Fr.Ol' I I 






































TTf' SOUL 06 
SOULOS 







2S1 l e 156 
251 101:57 
:? ~.1 lC:! ~S 
ECON 
£ co~ 




















































ECON MONEy l'ANK 














































































PRE COL ALOE BRA 
















EC 494 10200 
ED 203 10212 
ED 304 1021:1 
ED 310 10216 
ED 408 10220 
ED 409 10221 
E 101 10226 
ECONOMIC POLI('Y 
FOUND . OF EDUC. 
-ME1H I I'1AT B.ED 
METil I MAT B.ED 
STUP~NT TEACHING 
-SEI'1/9TUDENT TEACH 











































I1ATH OF BUS 
I1ATH OF BUS 
I1ATH OF FINANCE 
COL ALOEBRA BUS 
COL ALOE BRA BUS 
COL ALOE BRA BUS 





























E 101 10227 ENGLISH COI1P I ! 10 TTH 9 W BAINS 360 II 111 10699 COL ALOE BRA BUS 3 12 I1WF SMITH.R.I'1. 250 
E 101 10228 ENOLISH COI1P I 3 10 I'1WF GAUTHIER 360 II 111 10700 COL ALOE BRA BUS 3 11 I1WF I'1UKSIAN 253 
















































































































































COL ALOE BRA BUS 
COL ALGEBRA BUS 
COL ALGEBRA BUS 
COL ALOE BRA l'US 
















I1W 3 I'1W 
TTHF 
REINHARDT 
















































E 101 10243 ENOLISH COMP 3 11 I'1WF I1AINELLI 255 II 251 10728 STATISTICS I 3 2 TTH I W OLINSKY 2:50 
E 101 10245 ENGLISH COI1P 3 1 TTHF KOZIKOWSKI 358 1'1 251 10729 STATISTICS I 3 2 MWF OLINSKY 251 
E 101 10246 ENGLISH COI1P 3 9 II 8 TTH LYONS 354 II 251 10730 STATISTICS 3 1 '" 11 TTH OLI NSK)· 253 
E 101 10247 ENGLISH COI1P 3 2 TTH 1 W FLOYD 354 II 251 10731 8TATISTICS 3 10 TTH 9 W WOOD 2:11 
E 101 10248 ENGLISH COMP 3 9 TTHF LYONS ' 355 II 251 10732 STATISTICS 3 9 II 8,TTH WOOD 251 
E 101 10249 ENGLl SH COMP 3 2 IIW 3 MW KOZIKOWSKI 355 II 251 10733 8TATISTICS 3 2 TTH I W L.. ..... ...J(.. JJ. 251 
E 101 10250 ENOLlSH COI'1P 3 9 II 8 TTH KOZIKOWSKI 353 II 251 10734 STATISTICS 3 9 TTHF FAVORITE 252 
E 102 10254 ENO COI1P II 3 8 I1WF KRIEGER 359 1'1 252 10736 STATISTICS II 3 9 /1 8 TTH PIASCII< 252 







































E 103 10284 I1ECH OF ENO 3 1 TTHF IIONGEON 354 P 150 10744 GEN PSYCHOLOOY 3 9 TTHF YORI<S 25:5 
E 103 10285 I1ECH OF ENG 3 9 II B TTH OCONNELL 355 P 1!50 ~"":'45 GEN PSYCHOLOOY 3 10 I1WF I1C ALOON 278 
E 103 10286 I1ECH OF ENG 3 2 TTH 1 W ONEIL 355 P • .:;" 10746 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 9 /1 8 TTH RUSSO 245 
E 103 10287 I'1ECH OF ENO 3 2 I1W 3 I1W BARRY 354 P 150 10747 GEN PSYCHOLOOY 3 11 I1WF 110RAHAN 2-4:5 
E 201 10291 WRITTEN COI1I1UN 3 12 I1WF BIRT 258 P 150 10748 GEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 8 I'1WF 1'10RAHAN 2~5 
E 201 10292 WRITTEN COIIIIUN 3 12 I1WF BARRY 354 P 150 10749 OEN PSYCHOLOGY 3 12 I1WF' SAUNDERS 3:53 
E 201 10293 WRITTEN COI1I1UN 3 8 I1WF LYONS 354 P 250 10752 PERS. SOC A~JI'1T 3 TTHF YORKS 255 
E 201 10294 WRITTEN COI1I1UN 3 10 I1WF BIRT 354 P ::'50 107~3 PERS. SOC ADJ"'T 3 ~ TTH 1 W YORKS 25:5 
E 20r, 10295 WRITTEN COI1I1UN 3 2 HW 3 HW BIRT 260 P 252 10756 PSY ADOLESCENCE 3 :2 MWF lie ALOON 2 78 
E 201 10296 WRITTEN COI1I1UN 3 1 TTHF BARRY 260 25Z 107~7 PS Y ADOLESCENCE 3 TTHF CARLINI 278 
E 251 10304 PUBLIC SPEAKINO 3 10 I1WF OCONNELL 267 P 253 10759 ABNORI'1 BEHAV 1 10 "'WI' 1'10RAHAN 25~ 
E 251 10305 PUBLIC SPEAKING 3 10 I1WF FISCHI1AN 270 P 253 10760 Al'NORI1 BEHAV 3 12 I'1WF 1'10RAHAN 2:53 
E 255 10316 AllER. LIT. 3 8 I1WF GAUTHIER 259 P 25-4 10762 INDUST PSY 3 12 I'1WF I1C ALDaN 278 
E 259 10321 MOD SHORT STORY 3 10 TTH 9 W KEELEY 250 P 254 10763 INDUST PSY 3 ~ MWF CARLINI 277 




























TH. 9 101 

















































NEW DIRECT. IN 
REPORT WR IT I NG 
REPORT WRITINO 
INTERP FIN DATA 


































l~t IO } S3 









BI OLUG Y 
BIOLOGY 
l'IOLOGY 
l'IOL OG ' 


























F 301 10355 FINAN MOT I 3 10 I'1WF FOLEY 266 sc :! ~~ 10794 r ' H~ OF HU~ ANAT 3 B TTh «OU LET 344 













CAS STD (IUS FIN 
APPREC. I1USIC 
INTRO PHIL 
ELE INSTL I1GT. 
FIN ANA INT CON 
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ORIENTATION SCHEDULE 

2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 	 Parent - Student Forum AuditoriumTIME 	 EVENT LOCATION I. Welcome: Dr. O'Hara 
2. Brief History of College10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 	 New Student Check-In Dean Patterson Residents Rotunda 3. MYouth in Transitions" 
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Resident Students 	 Dr. Fullerton 
Pick-up Keys from R.A.'s 	 Residence Halls 4. Panel Discussion 
"College Life at Bryant" i!):OO a.m. - 4:00 p.m. I.D. Pictures Patrick Keeley Residents 	 Rotunda (upp~r level) John JolleyCommuters 	 Gymnasium (2nd floor Raymond Shideler Women's Exercise 
Room) I 3:00 p.m .• 4:00 p.m. Workshops 
Financial Aid Room 259 
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Auto Registration Dave Simpson 
Residents Rotunda Fred Kenney 
Commuters 	 Gymnasium 2. Career Planning and Placement: Room 260 
Stan Shuman10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Bookstore - open for 3. Academic Advising: Room 261business 	 Bookstore Dick Alberg 
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Class Schedule pick-up for Rotunda 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Dinner Salmanson Dining Hall 
for students who did not New Students free with ticket 
receive them in ttie mail Guests - 52.95 
Classrooms (See insertDiscussion Group I 6:15 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 10:30 a.m. - II: 30 Mass 	 Auditorium (New Students meet with appropriate in Archway) Fr. Lolio Orientation Leader) 
11 :00 a.m. - 2:00 Library Orientation Library (Tours will be 7:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. Official Welcome Gymnasium 
given every half hour) 
8:15 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 	 Resident ASSistants' Meetings with Residence: Halls 
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. Parent-Student Forum Auditorium Resident Students 
I. Welcome: Dr. O'Hara 9:15 p.m. - 10:45 p.m. 	 Celebration Mime Theatre Duet Gymnasium
2. Brief History of College Monday
Dean Patterson September 5, 1977 
3. My outh in Transitions~ 8:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Breakfast Salman50n Dining Hall 
Dr. Fullerton 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 	 Meal Stickers available for Resident Outside Salmanson 
4. Panel Discussion Students 	 Dining Hall 
"College Life at · Bryant" 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. I.D. Pictures Rotunda (upper level) 




 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Human Sexuality Session (Canceled) Room 286A & B 
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 	 Parent-Student Forum 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Personal Awareness Session Room 386A & B 
Workshops Presentors: Jan Hubka & Gerri Hura 
I. Financial Aid: 	 Room 259 12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. Student Involvemnet Session Room 386A & B 
Dave Simpson Presentors: Ray Shideler, Carol Grills, 
Fred Kenney Paul Demers, Chris Van Luling, Deanna 
2. 	 Career Planning and Placement: Room 260 Grader, Nick Balog 
Stanley Shuman 1:30 p.m. - 2:00p.m. Athletics Session 	 Room 386A & B 
3. Academic Advising: Room 261 	 Presentors: Tom Folliard, Leon Drury 
Dick Alberg Lorraine Cournoyer. Benjie Gray, Wayne 
12:00 noon· 3:00 p.m. Computer Information Center Gymnasium Fernandes 
1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 	 Post Office Keys available for resident Post Office 2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 	 Alcohol & Drug Abuse Session Room 386A & B 
students Presentors: Gaytha Langlois, Harry 
Robinson. Tad Derouin, Peter Barlow 
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Women Student Session Conference Rm. A 

SC 161 IOB09 EARTH SCIENCE 10 I'1WF ROBI>lSON.H. 345 Presentors: Jan Smith. Gaytha Langlois, 
5e 3 61 IO BI3 PHYS I CS 8 MWF R08INSON,H. 	 3el Joan MarsellaOE 111 IOBI7 ST THEORY STEND 3 II MTWTHI' 10 TTH Me LAUGHLIN,,. 262 

OE 1:!1 10821 ST THEORY GREGG 3 II MTWTHF 10 TTH a CONNELL.D 2:58 4:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Black Student Session Room 386A & B 

DE 121 108~;! ST THEORY GREOO II MTWTHI' 10 TTH COTE 2:5" 
 Presentors: Adrian Scott, Mel Evans 
DE 12 1 10823 ST THEORY OREOO 3 11 MTWTHI' 10 TTH LUKOWICZ 	 260 
l 08~5OE .~., Al'V . ST.THEORY 3 11 MTWTHF PELKEY 35eA 4:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. International Student Session Room 286 B 

DE 12'3 108 ~9 SH THEGRy R£ V 3 11 MTWTHF "ERNSTEIH 261 
 Presentors: Dean Lebovitz, Peter OE 123 I OB30 SH THEORY REV 3 11 MTWTHI' PELKEY 35B 

OE 123 19B31 SH THEORY REV 3 II MTWTHI' CARLEY 359 Mantovani ,

OE 1'< 10833 BEG /lICT. TRANS 3 9 MTWTHI' TUCKER 	 260A 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Discussion Group 11 Classrooms (see insert 
'J£ 13 1 lOB38 TYPING 9 HTWTHF RAFFHT Y 	 265 
OE 131 10839 TYPING 
~ 	 (New students meet with appropriate in Archway) MTWTHF MEEK 269 

Ol lJl 1084 1 TYPING MTWTHF MEn Orientation Leader) 
~ 	 ~68 
DE 1 31 10e42 T'f PING 1 I MTWTHF TUCKER 265A 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
OE 1 I 10843 HFINO I I MTWTHF LU~OWIC .i J67 
 Picnic 	 Behind Unistructure 
OE t3~ 10845 TYPI~O II 2 9 MTWIHF MORRISON J66 (back of Dining Hall) 
DE I J~ 10B46 TYPING II MTWTHF MORRISON 366 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Mixer 	 Student Center Of ~Ol loe 49 OFF HACH LAB TTHF o CONNELl . II 369 

ITe: :!O l 10B50 OFF HACH LAB MWF PELKEY 369 Tuesday 

OE ;20:! 10854 OFF HACH LAP II TTH COTE J6e 

Of 20:! OFF LAB MW 	 September 6, 1977I OB:l5 HACH II BERNSTEIN 368 
DE 20 3 IOB63 OFFICE ADMIN 3 2 TTH 1 W CI.AFFEY 359 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. Breakfast Salmanson.Dining Hall 
DE ~()4 1086 6 LEG OFF A/lMIN TTH W MAHAN. 2643 I 	 8: 15 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. Assembly for majors in Office AuditonlmOf 204 1086 7 LEG OFf A[IMIN 3 TTHF Me LAUGHLlN.A 264 

DE ,o~ 10970 HH OFF ADHIN 3 HWF CARLEY 264 Administration, Business Education. 

OE 200 10Bn OF HACH LAB II I o 1 T 
 COTE 36BA 	 Office Education 
at: 206 10B73 01' '!ACH LAII II I o 2 M 	 BERNBTEINOE 225 10B75 INT DICT. TRANS 	 36BA 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Strong Interest Test Rooms 269 & 2703 9 HTWTHI' M·C LAUGHLIN.A 25B
OE 22!1 IOB76 INT DIeT, TRANS 3 9 MTWTHI' o CONNELL.D 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Advanced Placement Test in Typing Rms. 264. 265, 268. 

DE :!~ 10B77 INT DICT. TRANS 3 9 HTWTHI' TUCKER 	
25' 
OE 22!1 10B7B INT DICT. TRANS 3 9 HTWTHF 	 260 366 & 367COTE 161E :!2~ 10B79 INT DieT. TRANS 3 9 HTWTHI' BERNSTEIN 35' 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Class schedule pick-up lor students who Rotunda
-OE 225 10BBO INT DICT. TRANS 3 9 HTWTHI' PELKEY 	 3:1B did not recicve them in the mail OE 225 10BBI INT DICT. TRANS 3 MTW THI'9 	 CARLEY 262E 226 IOBB3 ADV DICT. TRANS 	 10:30 a.m . • 12:00 noon Strong Intere~1 Test3 9 HTWTHI' MC LAUGHLIN.A 25BA Rooms 269 & 270 
DE 233 10B98 TYPING III 2 8 HTWTNI' PHILLIPS 264 12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. Lunch
OE 233 10899 TYPINO III 2 e HTWTHI' RAI'FERTY 265DE 23 3 10900 TYPING III 2 I~ HTWTHI' MEEK 	 264 I:00 p.m . • 2:30 p.m. Strong Interest Test Rooms 269 & 270 OE 2,]3 10901 TYPINO III 2 I:! MTWTHF RAI'FERTY 265 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 	 Class Schedule pick-Up for students who Rotunda OE 234 10904 TYPIUG IV 2 12 MTWTHI' HORRISON 36&OE 234 10905 TYPINO IV 2 1~ HTWTHI' CLAI'I'EY J67 did not receive them in the mail. 
TR 0 10910 TRANSCRIPTION o 10 HTWTNI' STAFF ~64 1:00 p.m. ·4:00 p.m. Advanced Shorthand Placement Test Rms. 264, 265, 268, 
TR 0 10911 TRANSCRIPTION o 10 HTWTHI' STAl'l' 265TR 0 1,0912 TRANSCRIPTION o 10 MTWTHI' STAFF 268 366 & 367 
TR 0 10913 TRANSCRIPTION o 10 HTWTHF STAFF 366 1:15 p.m. · 2:00 p.m. Transfer Student Session Auditorium 
TR 0 10914 TlIANBCR I P TI ON o 10 MTWTHI' STArl'
TR 0 10915 T ~ANSCRIPTION o 11 MTWTHI' J67 
 Presentor: Dick Alberg STAFF 36759 251 10916 HIS OF WEST CIV 3 10 MWF ESTEY 24~ 2:00 p.m . • 2:30 p.m. 	 Assembly for majors in Bussincss Auditorium 55 2!U 10917 HIS 01' WEST CIV 3 II HWI' ESTEY 24289 251 10"8 HIS 01' WEST Clv 3 I" 242 Administration. Law Enforcement IITTH JOLLEY 55 2:11 10919 HIS 01' WEST CIV 3 12 ''''F JOLLEY 	 242 2:30 p.m . • 4:00 p.m. Strong Interest Test Rooms 269 & 270 58 251 10920 HIS WEST 3 I 	 INGRAHAH01' CIV TTHI' 	 243 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Advanced Placement Test in Check in Registrar's SS 2:11 10921 HIS 01' WEST CIV 3 2 TTH 1 W JOLLEY 	 242 
24355 251 10921 HIS 01' WEST CIV 3 2 MWF INGRAHAM 	 Secretarial Accounting Office for location liS 252 10925 HIS MOD WORLD 
"'.,,. INORAHAH· 
58 2:12 10926 HIS HOD WORLD 3 
3 I;.! 
1 W 2 TTH 	
243 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Dinner Salmanson Dining Hall INORAHA" 24358 261 10933 HIS US TO 1877 3 'H LITOI'I' 	 242 7:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Movie MSunshine Boys~ AudiionumB TTH
51! 261 10934 HIS us TO lB77 3 , TTHI' LITOI'I' 242 12:00 Midnight Services for lunatic members of Auditorium
55 261 10935 HIS US TO lB77 J 10 TTH 'W LITOI'I' 	 242SS 263 10943 
- AH WOMEN'S HIST 	 Archway staff who actually typed all this 3 11 HWI' LITOI'I' 24358 271 10945 APPR ~o POll TI C J 8 "WI' DE TARNOWS",Y 	 244 for a bunch of freshmen. 55 ~71 10946 AI'PR TO POll TIC 3 9 H B TTH DECLERCQ ;!4355 271 10947 APPR TO POL IT IC 3 10 HWI' DECLERCQ 24359 271 1094B API'R TO POll TIC 3 9 W 10 TTH 	 2_3DECLERCQS5 271 10949 A"PR TO POll TIC 3 11 "WI' CAlI" 24455 271 10950 AI'''R TO POLITIC 3 1 TTHI' CA"I' 24555 271 109:51 II,"PR TO POLITIC 3 2 ,..WF DE UIlNOWSKY 2428S 291 10954 PRINC 01' SOCIOL 3 9 	 CAHIICHOTTHI' 244SI 291 109" 1'1f! NC 01' SOC I OL 3 I TTHI' M"RHLLA 24488 291 10956 PltINC 01' SOCIOL 3 1 W 2 TTH ""R8ELL" · 24488 291 10957 . PRINC 01' SOCIOt. 3 2 HWI' "ARHLLA 24451 ~92 1096. CUl. TURAL liNTHRO 3 12 "WI' "ARSELLA 24455 351 10964 ANC. HED HIST 3 TTHI'1 	 JOLLEY 242S8 355 10970 
-HIlT 01' E . ASIA 3 lH IITTH ESTEY 243SS 371 10977 AltER. "OL ITICS J 9 TTHI' DECLERCQ 243S5 373 109Bl INTt:RL REL TN 3 11 TTH i H CAlif' 244S5 395 10994 CIIJ"INOLOOY J 8 "", REILING 243SC 151 11781 GEN 81OLOGY o 12 H I H LJllHOLOISs.c 151 11782 · GEN BIOLOGY 12 W 1 LA_DIS 	 376 o W J76SC 1!51 11783 Gt:N BIOLOGY o 9 T 10 T LANBLOIS J765C 151 117B4 OEN BIOLOGY o 9 TH 10 TH LEVIS 376SC 151 117B5 OEN BIOLOGY o 12 T I T LEVJS J765C 151 117B6 OEN BIOLOGY o 12 TH I TH LEVIS 376SC 252 11793 PHY 01' HUH ANIIT o 2 T 3 T LEVIS 376SC 252 11794 PHY 01' HUH ANAT o 2 TH 3 TH LEVIS 376 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
NOTICE 
have requested a waiver of the The mandatory health 
mandatory health insurance insurance will NOT be waived 
with the Collf;ge, must complete until the appropriate forms and 
the insurance WAIVER FORM documentation have been 
before September 23, 1977. completed ans returned by the 
These forms are available in the September 23rd deadline. 
All residental students who Office of Student Affairs. 
